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DEAR FRIENDS,

LETTER FROM THE CEO

As another year comes to close and a new one begins 
at Christian Horizons, I find myself  drawn to the 
shining resilience we’ve seen across the organization 
at all of  our communities and service lines. The last 
year has been anything but ordinary. With COVID-19 
affecting older adults and social unrest dominating  
the news, we wondered how we could find strength  
to weather the storm and protect those we serve.

We turned to our faith, our mission, our inspiring  
associates, and found the resilience to thrive in an 
unpredictable world.  

I’m proud of  the resiliency shown by our associates 
during the last fiscal year. They provided support to 
those we serve during a time when little was certain. 
They creatively helped residents, guests and clients 
maintain connection with each other and with  
families. Together, they rolled up their sleeves and 
pitched in to serve outside normal responsibilities, 
even when the weight of  the pandemic wore on.  
Because of  their dedication, protecting those we  
serve remained steadfastly at the forefront. 

And beyond the pandemic, our teams continued  
to look forward to Christian Horizons’ next phase.  
In between our COVID-19 task force initiatives,  
we were proud to finalize our ten-year strategic vision, 
which was presented at the August 2021 board meeting. 
This is the most sophisticated plan we’ve ever  
undertaken, compiled after hours of  cross-functional  
collaboration. It provides the tools and the roadmap 
to see our mission grow, expand for older adults across 
the region, and shape our organization for years  
to come. 

In the 60s, one of  our first board members credited 
the success of  our first community (now The Christian 
Village in Lincoln, IL) to “prayer, faith, thought, 
commitment, work, unity, vision and...more prayer.” 
It’s incredible the impact those words and values have 
today, and I’m reminded that there will always be 
obstacles and challenges, but we can always find our 
resilience through the faith shown to us through the 
incredible people who contribute to our organization.  

Being a faith-driven, not-for-profit organization isn’t 
always easy. Many times, it’s filled with the challenges 
of  putting our values first and doing the right thing. 
For years, I’ve been surrounded by this work, from 
living among older adults as a child when my father 
was an executive director, to becoming an executive 
director myself, and leading this organization into 
its next phase. Life brings us to where we are for a 
reason, and I’m proud to share my experiences with 
our incredible associates and the older adults we’re 
privileged to serve. 

This year was filled with challenges, but it was also 
filled with hope. Please join me in recognizing the 
incredible efforts of  our frontline associates during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and honoring the older adults 
who choose to put their faith in our shining resilience.

Jake Bell, 
PRESIDENT AND CEO
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MILESTONES

A YEAR 
in REVIEW

JULY 2020
We partnered with Feet to the Fire Writers’ 

Workshops® to offer residents an expressive writing 
program which engages older adults in creating 

their own life narratives. Created to compliment 
aging adults’ personal activity schedules, the writing 

program provides an opportunity for lifelong learning 
and emotional wellness experiences. The workshops 

were offered at Hoosier Christian Village, Risen Son 
Christian Village and The Christian Village. 

AUGUST 2020 

∙ The Christian Village turned 55. The doors of our first  
community officially opened in 1965, paving the way  

 for five and half decades of faith-led service and care.

∙ Several Christian Horizons communities introduced  
conversation and hugging stations to bring families  

together safely. New Eversound engagement-amplifying  
technology removed communication barriers so community  

residents could enjoy meaningful one-on-one interactions  
with loved ones safely during COVID-19 restrictions. 

SEPTEMBER 2020 
Our leadership team hit the road through a Tour of Gratitude, 

making stops in communities where associates live, work and  
serve. Led by our executive team members, the tour stopped at all  

communities and health care divisions located in Indiana, Illinois, 
Iowa and Missouri. Each stop featured outdoor thank-you events 

where individuals could join in but maintain safe social distance.  

OCTOBER 2020 
We proudly kicked off our annual #FIGHTFLU and infection 
prevention activities across the organization. Throughout the 
month, communities offered flu vaccine clinics where both  
residents and associates could get vaccinated.

NOVEMBER 2020 
Christian Horizons Thrive Leadership Conference, Fearless 
in the Face of Crisis, was presented virtually by DRIVE. 

DECEMBER 2020 
∙ In December, we hosted resident and family town halls  
 to provide education and open discussion about the  
 COVID-19 vaccinations. New Horizons Living  
 medical director, Monique Williams, MD, MSCI,  
 and executive director, Denise Dickens, RN, MSN,  
 CCM, CIC, were available for questions. 

∙ We proudly took part in Giving Tuesday,  
 a nationwide day of giving. Through the support  
 of generous donors, we are able to expand our  
 programs, innovate our services and provide  
 for the future of faith-led senior living and care.
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MILESTONES

MARCH 2021 
We proudly launched Pathway Memory Support® programs at 
CareLink Home Care, Risen Son Christian Village and River Birch 
Living. This new program, developed in partnership with renowned 
dementia expert, David Troxel, MPH, responds to the experience 
of dementia by embracing contemporary best-practices along with 
enhanced associate training, creative approaches to care, and a 
focus on activity and engagement. Pathway Memory Support 
will soon launch at other Christian Horizons communities. 

APRIL 2021 
CareLink hosted its first Dementia Café. Dementia Cafés 
go above and beyond a traditional caregiver support group 
to include a social experience. Participants were invited 
to brew some coffee or tea from their homes and join the 
virtual support group once a month.

JUNE 2021 

∙ In recognition of the mission, our founder’s day and  
 incredible works of service across the organization,  
 we launched annual Celebration Mission events  
 for our communities that engage the greater  
 community and express appreciation to associates. 

∙ After over a year of remote meetings and  
 webinars, sales team members across our  
 ministry attended in-person training sessions 
 where the focus was understanding the  
 voice of the customer. Staying in-tune  
 with who we serve is key to learning more  
 and understanding the evolving needs  
 of our present and future residents, guests  
 and clients. 

JUNE 2020

Arthur L. Bohleber was a local businessman and 
owner of Wilmar Restorium, which is now known  

as Wabash Christian Village. This annual award  
recognizes employees who demonstrate consistent  

commitment to residents, guests and associates.

A YEAR 
in REVIEW 
(continued) 
JANUARY 2021  
∙ The Christian Village teamed up with 
 Land of Lincoln CEO students to deliver  
 the joy of coffee to Guest House coffee shop   
 customers on Thursday, January 28.

∙ Residents and associates across our communities  
 received access to the COVID-19 vaccine. 

FEBRUARY 2021 

Wabash Christian Village presented the annual  
Arthur L. Bohleber award. 
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For our home support programs—CareLink Home 
Care and Safe Haven Hospice—our associates met 
the pandemic by rolling up their sleeves, and getting 
creative, intentional and collaborative in their support. 

In hospice, we invested in volunteer programs and 
Compassionate Moments, a new hospice program  
that utilizes touch and senses to help patients feel  
more comfortable. And our Serenity Engagement  
App helped hospice families stay connected with  
care providers. 

We found new shining resilience this past year as our 
associates stepped up to heroically support residents, 
guests and clients. The effects of  this pandemic are 
long-lasting and our work in supporting seniors has 
changed to bring an even higher level of  safety to the 
work we do. Finding strength and resiliency during an 
uncertain time is not easy, but our associates met every 
challenge and were even able to find bright moments of   
celebration. Their hard work helped our communities 
maintain, and in some cases, increase their CMS 
quality ratings. 

As we look toward our next fiscal year, we will continue 
to keep health and safety at the forefront, and continue 
to connect and celebrate those bright moments of  
shining resilience seen across the organization. 

JAKE BELL, President and CEO

TOTAL SENIORS SERVED 
IN FISCAL YEAR 2021

4,518

OPERATIONS

This past fiscal year was firmly focused on maintaining 
the health, safety and wellbeing of  the older adults  
we serve throughout the organization. For operations 
—from nurses and CNAs to culinary associates,  
housekeepers and more—that meant finding resiliency 
by embracing the bright spots of  a constantly changing 
environment. 

I was inspired by the day-to-day work of  our associates as 
we banded together during a challenging year. Through 
our COVID-19 task force, we quickly responded to new 
regulations and directions from our governing health 
agencies, and efficiently passed the details onto associates.  
Infection control practices, strategically securing needed  
critical personal protective equipment (PPE), and keeping 
associates well connected and trained in new protocols 
were at the forefront of  keeping those we serve safe. 

Beyond the pandemic, we continued to invest in  
programs, training, resources and tools that we knew 
would make an impact for years to come. Launching  
the new Pathway Memory Support® program was 
among our most exciting moments. The program, 
developed in partnership with David Troxel, MPH, 
co-creator of  the life-affirming and acclaimed Best 
Friends™ Approach to Dementia Care, responds to the 
experience of  dementia by embracing contemporary 
best-practices along with enhanced associate training, 
creative approaches to care, and a focus on activity and 
engagement. Pathway Memory Support is now available 
at many Christian Horizons communities and will be 
rolled out to more during our next fiscal year. 

CONNECTION, SAFETY 
and SHINING RESILIENCY OPERATIONAL  

EXCELLENCE AWARDS
FISCAL YEAR 2021

Dr. Phillippe Award: Julie King, The Christian  
Village, for excellence in leadership and service to others. 

Clinical Excellence Award: Hickory Point  
Christian Village, Hoosier Christian Village
Financial Stewardship Award: Crown Point  
Christian Village, Hoosier Christian Village
Focused-Infection Control Compliance  
Excellence: Hickory Point Christian Village,  
Hoosier Christian Village, Lewis Memorial Christian 
Village, Spring River Christian Village, The Christian 
Village, Wabash Christian Village
Ministry Excellence Award: Hickory Point  
Christian Village, Hoosier Christian Village

FISCAL YEAR 2020 
Associate Engagement Award: Hickory Point  
Christian Village, Hoosier Christian Village, Senior  
Care Pharmacy Services, Spring River Christian Village, 
The Christian Village, Wabash Christian Village,  
Wabash Christian Supportive Living
Clinical Excellence Award: Hickory Point  
Christian Village, Hoosier Christian Village
Financial Stewardship Award: Hickory Point  
Christian Village, Hoosier Christian Village,  
Lewis Memorial Christian Village, Safe Haven  
Hospice, Senior Care Pharmacy Services, Wabash  
Christian Supportive Living 
Innovation Award: Information Technology Dept.
Ministry Excellence Award: Hickory Point  
Christian Village, Hoosier Christian Village
Ministry Impact Award: CareLink, Safe Haven  
Hospice, Supportive Living of  Washington, Wabash 
Christian Supportive Living
Regulatory Compliance Engagement Award:   
Risen Son Christian Village, The Christian  
Village—Assisted Living, Wabash Christian  
Supportive Living
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We value our associates. Those who choose to share their talents with us are 
our most important resource and since the start of  the pandemic, they’ve 
shown tremendous dedication in serving older adults through our communities 
and services. The safety and wellbeing of  residents, guests, clients and associates 
has been at the forefront of  every initiative over our last fiscal year and at  
every level, our associates have come together and stepped up to keep this 
focus front and center. 

After first learning of  the COVID-19 virus, we swiftly mobilized to create a 
cross-functional task force designed to meet the challenges of  the pandemic 
head-on while leveraging the strength of  each of  our disciplines to equip  
local executive directors, administrators, and their teams to continue serving. 
The efforts required a constant pulse on local and state governing health  
requirements as well as changes via OSHA, CMS, health departments and 
the CDC on best practices to keep safety at the forefront. 

Together, every associate committed to this focus of  safety and wellbeing. 
Associates throughout the organization rolled up their sleeves and offered  
to step-in to help, often volunteering to share support outside normal  
responsibilities. Those already directly affecting resident, guest and client care, 
leaned into discovering new ways to help those we serve, including facilitating 
virtual connections with family members, safe socialization opportunities, 
reimagined enrichment events and support through onsite pastoral care.

OUR MOST
IMPORTANT
RESOURCE

BARB SHEPARD, Chief  Human Resources Officer

We found resiliency through collaboration as we came 
together to support those fearlessly committed to direct 
care. Supporting their efforts became an important part 
of  our work over the last fiscal year. We invested in hero 
pay for those on the frontline, compensation pay for 
those directly supporting those affected by COVID-19, 
gratitude events, and our helping hands program  
where associates could help where additional support 
was needed.

Associates are our most important resource. We’ve weathered through this pandemic because 
we know that if  we take care of  our team, we can better care for the residents, clients, guests 
and families who place their trust in us. As we look toward the next phase of  the organization’s 

ten-year strategic plan, and how we’ll grow to meet a new generation of  associates and older 
adults, we look forward to continuing to transform and innovate our workplace to further  
support those who serve. 

We continue to develop new ways of  supporting our  
associates, efforts that start with our local human resource 
professionals, executive directors and administrators.  
We continue to keep the wellbeing of  associates as a focus 
through competitive wages, strong healthcare benefits,  
educational and career advancement opportunities,  
and Pathway Pay, a program that allows employees  
to use the wages they earn right away. 

Our BeHeard-Q12 associate surveys allow us to keep 
abreast of  how we can improve associates’ connection  
to their work and the organization. These surveys help 
us understand how we can continue to improve and 
transform our workplace to meet associates’ needs  
and aspirations.

“We value our associates.” 
HUMAN RESOURCES
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Our mission is to honor God by  
providing a continuum of excellent  

care and support services for older  
adults. As a faith-based, not-for-profit 
ministry, we serve seniors of all faiths 

with the compassion shown to us  
through the life of Jesus Christ. 

SERVING  
OLDER ADULTS

At Christian Horizons, we proudly support older adults and their families through our  

person-centered, individualized services that empower seniors to live a life of  abundance.  

From independent living to assisted support, affordable living, expert memory support  

programming, short-term rehabilitation and long-term care, we offer intuitive support services  

at every level. And at home, older adults and their families find peace of  mind in our in-home 

support services and compassionate end-of-life hospice care. 

SERVICE LISTING & MAP
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SERVICE LISTING & MAP

Independent Living Maintenance-free 
independent garden homes and apartments designed 
for active older adults. 

Housing with Services Independent 
older adult living with light health-related assistance 
and some supportive services included in monthly 
fees. 

Assisted Living Full assisted support with 
daily activities to maximize independence

Supportive Living Affordable and licensed 
65+ housing program available to older adults who 
qualify. Services are available to support residents 
with daily activities.

Residential Living Transitional  
supportive services between assisted living and 
higher levels of care. 

Memory Support Expert support  
for those with Alzheimer’s disease or dementia 
through Pathway Memory Support® and other 
individualized programs. 

Long-Term Care Around-the-clock nursing 
support for those suffering from chronic conditions

GracePoint Short-Term 
Rehabilitation Expert care and short-term 
therapy support following a surgery or injury.

ILLINOISIOWA

MISSOURI

INDIANA

1 Crown Point Christian Village 
 6685 E 117th Ave, Crown Point, IN 46307  
 219.213.6440

2 Hickory Point Christian Village 
 565 W Marion Ave, Forsyth, IL 62535  
 217.619.0989

3 Hoosier Christian Village 
 621 S Sugar St, Brownstown, IN 47220  
 812.358.7373

4 Johnson Christian Village 
 7102 IN-158, Bedford, IN 47421  
 812.675.4152

5 Lewis Memorial Christian Village  
 3400 W Washington St, Springfield, IL 62711  
 217.610.8281

6 Risen Son Christian Village  
 3000 Risen Son Blvd, Council Bluffs, IA 51503  
 712.308.8145

7 River Birch Living  
 4012 Cockrell Ln Springfield, IL 62711  
 217.547.0400

8 Spring River Christian Village  
 201 S Northpark Ln, Joplin, MO 64801  
 417.622.4768

9 Supportive Living of  Washington  
 1150 Newcastle Road, Washington, IL 61571  
 309.444.3641

 The Christian Village 
 1507 7th St, Lincoln, IL 62656  
 217.651.6553

 Wabash Chrisian Village 
 216 College Blvd, Carmi, IL 62821 
 618.380.4033

10
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8
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OUR SERVICES

CARELINK HOME CARE  
877.884.8480

Illinois Counties
Adams, Schuyler, Brown, Pike, Cass,  
Morgan, Menard, Sangamon, Macoupin,  
Madison, St. Clair, Monroe, Randolph,  
Tazewell, Logan, Christian, Montgomery,  
Bond, Clinton, Washington, Mclean,  
De Witt, Macon, Fayette, Piatt

Missouri Counties  
Lewis, Marion, Ralls

SAFE HAVEN HOSPICE 
855.879.4096

Illinois Counties
Adams, Schuyler, Brown, Pike, Fulton,  
Cass, Morgan, Tazewell, Mason, Menard,  
Sangamon, Macoupin, Logan, Christian,  
Montgomery, Bond, Mcclean, De Witt,  
Macon, Shelby, Fayette, Piatt, Moultrie

Christian Horizons Home Office 
Two CityPlace Drive, 2nd Floor 
St. Louis, MO 63141 
800.535.8717

Christian Horizons Foundation 
1999 Wabash Avenue, Suite 201                                 
Springfield, IL 62704 
217.732.5169

Senior Care Pharmacy Services 
1212 Bear Lane  
Monticello, IL 61856  
833.821.6087

Safe Haven Hospice & CareLink Home 
Care Services Provided in this area.

10

7
5

2



STRATEGIC PLAN
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Collaboratively, the executive leaders of  our organization 
and the strategic planning committee of  our board 
of  directors came together to anticipate the answer 
to this question, as our strategic team developed tools 
to bring greater sophistication in managing strategic 
initiatives through the lens of  balancing organizational 
risk and mission integration. Through market studies, 
intense analysis, and an eye toward risk analysis, we’ve 
identified opportunities to grow and ways to proactively 
reimagine what our services and living communities of  
tomorrow will offer incoming Baby Boomer customers. 
The work and ideation of  many perspectives culminated 
in the completion of  Christian Horizons’ next ten-year 
strategic plan which was shared and approved by the 
board of  directors in the August 2021 board meeting.  

The multi-year vision is the most sophisticated roadmap 
we’ve had and comes with a full set of  tools to help us 
navigate through the next decade. Mapping out ten-
years (which will guide our organization through fiscal 
year 2032), required many hours of  cross-functional 
collaboration from our internal leaders and dedicated 
board members. I’m extremely humbled by the work 
each person invested in developing the future vision  
for Christian Horizons and excited to see it realized 
over the next ten years.

Part of  our strategic vision is growth of  the organi-
zation. This year, we laid the groundwork to begin 
construction on a new active adult living community 
serving independent older adults of  Springfield,  
Illinois. We began work on a new, innovative program 
of  all-inclusive care for the elderly (PACE®) initiative, 
New Horizons Living. And we made significant  
progress in gaining approvals and rounding out the 
master plan for the Crown Point Christian Village  
renovation and expansion. We’re looking forward to 
seeing these projects, among others, continue forward 
in fiscal year 2022. 

As a non-profit organization, strategy for Christian 
Horizons is about looking forward, assessing risks,  
and ensuring the steps we take are aligned with the 
needs of  the older adults we serve, the associates 
who help us serve, and the faith-based mission of  our 
organization. This work ensures that no matter what 
challenges are on the horizon—from a post-pandemic 
environment to a new generation of  Baby Boomer  
retirees—Christian Horizons will be well prepared,  
and well aligned, to step into their shoes and meet  
their wants, needs and desires on their terms.

DEEPENING OUR ROOTS 
and LOOKING FORWARD

JENELLE BERTOLINO, Chief  Strategy Officer

Strong strategic vision sometimes requires a step back. Many  
of  our strategic projects were paused over this last fiscal year to  
respond to immediate needs within our communities and in our  
home- and community-based services, but this brief  pause gave  
us the opportunity to look strategically at an important question:

What will the world be like for  
older adults post-COVID-19?
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SENIOR CARE PHARMACY SERVICES

During our last fiscal year, the nurses and  
pharmacists of  Senior Care Pharmacy Services 
continued to support our mission in new and  
reimagined ways. We began supplying medication 
cabinets to communities that provide larger 
quantities of  needed medications, including 
emergency needs to help rural areas better  
respond to shifting priorities. Our Parata system 
creates state-of-the-art strip packaging and in 
combination with our new Perl machine, assists 
our pharmacists in electronically verifying each 
package for accurate medication dispensing. 
Overall, this provides a simplified medication 
management for our pharmacy and our  
communities. And our pharmacists and nurses 
continue to provide educational support and have 
begun to use pharmacogenetics to help clinicians 
better understand how a patient’s unique DNA 
impacts their response to medication. 

LEADING FROM A DISTANCE 
From supporting remote workers to telemedicine 
and virtual leadership meetings, our associates 
have embraced technology. We serve across 
multiple states and communities—the ability for 
leaders to have real-time connection to day-to-day 
operations of  communities and services further 
benefits the health and wellbeing of  associates and 
those we serve.

SOCIAL CONNECTIONS 
We recognize the importance of  social enrichment 
and implemented new and added technology  
to help older adults connect virtually with their  
families while visitations were limited. 

ADVANCING 
TECHNOLOGY

Information 
Technology Supports 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

OLDER ADULTS living in 
 retirement and long-term care  
communities across the midwest

1,700
Senior Care
Pharmacy Serves

94%
SATISFACTION SCORE

Across the globe, organizations small and large turned to 
technology to find resiliency in a world of  social distancing. 
The approach was no different at Christian Horizons  
as we drew on our technology investments over the last  
several years to help keep communities and services  
running and residents, guests and clients fully supported. 

Our technology investments helped us all stay connected 
and continuously abreast of  changes throughout the 
COVID-19 pandemic. We shifted to support remote 
workers, introduced telemedicine, and made incredible 
advances in custom reporting, vital sign monitoring, 
tech-driven medication management and clinical audits. 
For clinical and operational associates, these advances 
were invaluable in continuing to thrive over the last year. 

COVID MONITORING  
Our team linked COVID-19 testing result data  
to our own systems. This helped us keep a constant 
pulse of  any new positivity result, enabling our  
clinical and operation teams to better respond to 
changing environments. 

CUSTOM REPORTING 
Custom clinical audits were created to meet new 
requirements from the Centers for Disease Control 
or Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. 

VITAL SIGN MONITORING 
Manual vital sign monitoring was replaced with  
technology that sent results directly into electronic 
health records and into the hands of  clinicians. 

1,000 DEVICES

1,500+ USERS

7 KEY APPLICATIONS
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Our industry is no stranger to compliance structures, but with the added layer of  
COVID-19, we saw more involvement than ever before from the Centers for Disease  
Control, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, and local and state governing bodies. 

Throughout new regulations and changing protocols, Christian Horizons remained  
strong and resilient. I attribute this strength to the organization’s incredible commitment 
to compliance. Over ten years ago, we began building a robust compliance structure to 
mitigate risks and promote a culture of  transparency. Pre-pandemic, we were able to lay 
a foundation of  personal responsibility and accountability, working closely in partnership 
with our board of  directors and the entire operations team. 

That work helped us navigate the changing COVID-19 regulations with focus and  
flexibility, helping our communities and services continue to serve and support the health 
and wellbeing of  residents, guests, clients and associates. 

Associates across the organization were incredible. They worked to communicate new 
compliance measures and regulations seamlessly to clinicians, frontline associates, older 
adults and families. Together, and united, we were able to respond quickly and efficiently 
to changing health measures. And even amid the pandemic, successfully completed our 
skilled nursing corporate integrity agreement, achieving an official release. 

We did the work and spent the time investing in a solid compliance structure. While a  
global pandemic reminds us that the work is always evolving and never complete, we can 
find in it our foundation and use it to continue serving older adults for many years to come. 

COMMITMENT  
to COMPLIANCE

COMPLIANCE

CONNIE RHOADS, Chief  Compliance Officer
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SALES, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT  
AND MARKETING

SHARING  
OUR MISSION 
and SHINING  
RESILIENCY

Throughout the past year, associates at all levels 
helped us navigate and begin to rise above COVID-19 
with tremendous resilience, the same spirit of  resiliency 
our founders shared as they set out to fundraise and 
build The Christian Village, our very fist community. 
Mirroring their resiliency and dedication to mission, 
our leaders worked tirelessly to share heartfelt gratitude 
in uplifting, celebrating and recognizing the daily 
efforts of  our heroic associates, while the growth teams 
(sales, business development and marketing) perpetuated 
these messages of  success and hope.

As the growth-focused arm of  Christian Horizons, it’s 
our role in sales and marketing to share our mission 
of  honoring God in service to older adults, and telling 
stories of  associate heroism found across every nook 
and cranny of  our health centers, communities and 
neighborhoods, and home-based services. Since the 
start of  the pandemic (now well over 600 days of   
publicly declared worldwide health emergency),  
we’ve reimaged ways to connect with older adults  
to spread the news of  how successfully our teams  
have shifted to support the health and wellbeing of  
residents, guests, clients and each other. Over the 
course of  the year, we’ve connected virtually to  
potential residents, introduced new offerings such  
as Pathway Memory Support®, and been steadfastly  
focused on spreading messages of  hope and unwavering 
commitment to mission.

While fiscal year 2021 was focused on keeping  
stakeholders informed, sharing gratitude and finding 
new and innovative ways to stay connected with older 
adults, our new fiscal year is committed to rising above 
the pandemic cloud, refocusing growth efforts, and 
beginning to look toward a bright future. 

Since joining Christian Horizons’ executive team in 
July 2021 to unite the previously bifurcated growth 
functions of  our organization (sales/business devel-
opment and marketing), I’m excited and humbled to 
be leading our organization’s branding refresh as one 
of  the initial steps in the recently ratified multi-year 
strategic plan. 

The strategic foundation that our executive team and 
board of  directors built in fiscal year 2021 is beginning 
to come alive as we look toward initiating the refresh of  
our brand strategy, repositioning our living community 
and home-based offerings to effectively welcome  
the next generations of  older adults and associates 
—the mighty Baby Boomers, and Millennials and 
Generation-Z. Surrounded by dedicated associates, 
passionate executive colleagues and board members, 
it’s an exciting time to be part of  the growth team, 
helping expand the mission of  Christian Horizons  
as we look toward a bright future.

JENNIFER KNECHT, Chief  Sales and Marketing Officer



MISSION INTEGRATION

KEITH H. RAY,
 Chief  Development &  

Mission Integration Officer

At Christian Horizons, our service is deeply rooted in our mission 
and ministry. We exist to honor God by providing a continuum  
of  excellent care and support services to older adults. This mission 
became our strength, a guiding beacon, as we put safety and  
wellness first throughout our last fiscal year. 

Our work in development and mission integration is to be  
a voice for our mission. We strive to reinforce those principles  
into the ways we serve through audits, education, community 
pastoral support and connecting with supporters. Throughout 
the fluid events of  a global pandemic, the work we do had to be 
reimagined to better meet the needs of  older adults and we leaned 
into our resilient faith to discover new ways of  safe connection. 
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40% Additional Giving: $291,872

1% Auxiliary & Capital Giving   
Auxiliary Giving (0.8%): $6,276 
Capital Giving (0.2%): $1,525

7% Associate Giving: $55,266

18% Church Giving: $131,702
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“As a nonprofit provider, we have a responsibility to do the right thing for  
those we serve. That’s why we continue to invest in Benevolent Resident Care.  
For Medicaid-qualifying residents, the reimbursement rates under Medicaid  
are significantly less than the costs of  service. Covering the difference is our  
commitment to all older adults, even when the cost of  care exceeds their  
ability to pay.” —Chuck Schmitz, Chief Financial Officer

MISSION INTEGRATION

OUR COMMUNITIES AND SERVICES 
proudly offer pastoral and spiritual care 
and the benefit was needed more than 
ever as residents, guests, clients, associates 
and families looked for guidance during 
the uncertainties over the last year. Onsite 
pastors helped older adults and associates 
safely connect through hallway sermons, 
socially distanced spiritual connection 
and creative pastoral interaction. 

WE LIVED OUR MISSION by rolling up 
our sleeves and pitching in wherever was 
needed. As servant leaders, our associates 
took on roles and tasks outside their normal 
responsibilities to keep the health and safety 
of  those we serve at the forefront. 

WE EMBRACED virtual fundraising as a 
new initiative to connect with supporters 
in addition to ongoing communication, 
fundraising direct mailings and Giving 
Tuesday promotions. We’re excited to 
continue laying the groundwork for digitally 
connecting with new audiences and safely 
bringing back beloved in-person events. 

GENEROSITY PARTNERSHIP launched 
a new way of  connecting with supporters 
this year. The program shows donors 
how their gifts make a difference through 
seven pivot points—Resident Benevolence 
Assistance; Community and Home  
Based Care; Legacy Planning; Associate 
Benevolence and Development; Inner 
City Care Program; Missional and Pastoral 
Care; and International Compassion. 

IN RECOGNITION OF THE MISSION, 
our founder’s day and incredible works 
of  service across the organization, we 
launched annual Celebration Mission 
events for our communities that will  
engage the greater community and  
express appreciation to associates. 

OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ mission 
committee continued to support our  
work throughout the organization. In 
looking toward the future, and through 
the support of  the board of  directors,  
we began laying the groundwork for a 
unified foundation. Bringing the foundation 
together enables us to better connect with 
donors and how they choose to allocate 
their generous gifts. 

5,836  
Total Gifts  

in Fiscal Year 2021

$740,756  
Total Donations In Fiscal Year 2021

1,034  
Number of  Donors 
in Fiscal Year 2021

Donor Mix in FY 2021

Benevolent Resident Care Information provided on pg 27.

34% Planned Giving: $254,115

Christian Horizons invested only 5% in FY2021 toward administrative and fundraising costs—this  
percentage is well below the national benchmark (15% administrative, 10% fundraising) that Charity Navigator uses in 
its coveted, highest rated nonprofit organization rankings, and well below Better Business Bureau’s Wise Giving Alliance 
benchmark of  35% to administrative and fundraising expenses.
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Beyond the numbers, people have always been at the center 
of  our mission. Every aspect of  the work we do is firmly 
focused on supporting the health and wellbeing of  residents, 
guests, clients and associates. Being fiscally responsible is an 
important aspect of  ensuring we can continue to support our 
associates and older adults who have placed their faith in us. 

During an unpredictable year, we knew that being fiscally 
sound will help us weather the storm of  a global pandemic. 
Strategically, we invested in and prioritized those things we 
knew would help see us through, from additional personal 
protective equipment to hero pay for associates working on the 
frontline, compensation pay for those directly supporting those 
with COVID-19, additional resources to support residents, 
clients and guests in connecting virtually with family members 
and more.

Throughout the year, we continued to invest in the programs 
we know make a difference, like Benevolent Resident Care. 
For Medicaid-qualifying residents, the reimbursement rates 
under Medicaid are significantly less than the cost of  service. 
Covering the difference is our commitment to all older adults, 
even when the cost of  care exceeds their ability to pay. 

Looking forward, we started to lay the groundwork for a new, 
unified foundation. Bringing our foundation together ensures 
stronger bookkeeping, administrative work and streamlined 
practices of  how charitable gifts are received, tracked and 
allocated. 

Our financial strength means we can continue to provide 
associates with the supplies, support and benefits to serve older 
adults at the highest levels. It means we can continue to keep 
the health, safety and wellbeing of  residents, guests and clients 
at the forefront. We’re here for the health and safety of  older 
adults. We’re here for associates who choose to share their 
talents with us and extend our mission. Because of  the careful 
strategic planning of  our teams and the incredible support of  
our donors, our mission will be strong for many years to come. 

FINANCE

BEYOND the 
NUMBERS

CHUCK SCHMITZ, 
Chief  Financial Officer

*We are committed to providing quality faith-led care to 
residents, guests and clients throughout the community, including 
residents who meet the criteria to be covered under the Medicaid 
program in the various states in which we operate. Typically, 
the reimbursement rates under this program are significantly 
less than the cost of  providing care. Benevolent Care represents 
the difference, and is our commitment in serving Medicaid-
qualifying individuals throughout our communities. 

FY 2021

Provided in Benevolent  
Resident Care*

$15,809,651  

FY 2020

Provided in Benevolent  
Resident Care

$13,359,000  
SKILLED NURSING/ 
LONG-TERM CARE

71%
ASSISTED LIVING

14%

INDEPENDENT 
LIVING

4%
PHARMACY6%

HOME & COMMUNITY- 
BASED SERVICES  
(INCLUDING HOME  
CARE & HOSPICE)

5%
FY 2021 Revenue by Service

4%

GENERAL 
(INCLUDING UTILITIES, INSURANCE, 

TAXES, MAINTENANCE, ETC.)

FY 2021 Expenses

ADMINISTRATIVE

DIRECT CARE  
(INCLUDING EMPLOYMENT,  
SUPPLIES, FOOD, ETC.)

79%

FUNDRAISING1%

16%
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